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Introduction & Welcome

Breakout sessions

Broadcast live from the Peach 2020 studio in London, Peter Martin and Kate Nicholls hosted The
BIG Peach 2020 Digital Experience and brought you conversation about the year to date and
political challenges ahead.

CGA hosted four sponsored breakout sessions covering Marketing, Finance, Technology and People.
Each session delved into the latest insights, experiences and challenges faced by the hospitality industry.

CGA Group CEO Phil Tate presented CGA’s view of the new market landscape – its changing
shape, trading trends, industry confidence and new consumer habits – by delivering his annual
State of the Nation presentation.
The Kate Nicholls political conversation

Keeping supply chains open

Labour’s Shadow Chancellor Anneliese Dodds was
questioned by Kate Nicholls on a whole range of policy
issues affecting the pub, bar and restaurant sector, from
combatting COVID to reviving the economy to trade deals.

NFU president Minette Batters joined Peter Martin and
gave her industry’s vision for the future of food and
drink production and supply in Britain post-Brexit, what
should and shouldn’t be included in trade deals and how
agriculture and hospitality can work more closely together.

Head to Head interview with Danny Meyer
Peter Martin hosted a Head to Head interview with Danny
Meyer, the legendary founder of Union Square Hospitality
and Hawksmoor co-founder Will Beckett.

Re-imagining the urban trading environment
Our city centres have felt the full brunt of the COVID
pandemic – so to use the central theme of the conference,
how can they reset, be reimagined and rebuild, physically,
culturally and economically? Leading experts joined Peter
in this discussion.

The Leaders’ Panel
Peter Martin and Kate Nicholls interviewed leaders from
across the restaurant, pub, and bar market including
Karen Jones CBE, Emma Woods, Simon Emeny and Martin
Wolstencroft.

Peach Hero & Icon Awards 2020
We revealed the winners of this year’s prestigious trophies,
with new categories to reflect the sector’s resilience and
creativity over the last months.

Loyalty and revisit in a Post-Covid world: How
have guest needs and expectations changed in
the wake of COVID-19?
How have guest needs and expectations changed in the
wake of COVID-19 and what does this mean for the future
of hospitality? Jon Townsend of The New World Trading
Company, Lisa Owen of Hickory’s and Gary Goodman,
founder and CEO of Yumpingo, talked to us about how a
data driven approach has enabled them to make decisions
with certainty in an uncertain world.
Hosted by Rachel Weller, Head of Marketing and Consumer
Research, CGA

Investing in future growth: where are the
opportunities?
This session looked at how operators have ensured their
financial stability through the pandemic, innovative
approaches to the rent conundrum and how many are
looking forward to maximise opportunities for the future.
Frank Bandura, CFO at Gusto, and Matthew Peck, FD at
Mowgli, provided the operator view with expert thoughts
from Trevor Watson of Davis Coffer Lyons and Paul
Newman of RSM.
Hosted by Karl Chessell, Food & Retail Director, CGA

Building successful teams for recovery and
future success
This breakout session, sponsored by Caterer.com and CPL
Online, looked at the challenges and opportunities around
hiring and developing your hospitality teams to maximise
business success.
Hosted by Fiona Speakman, Client Director - Food & Retail,

Technology and the power of data
The changing hospitality landscape has fast forwarded a
number of existing trends within the market, consumers
are now planning their visits to the trade with an increased
level of scrutiny, bookings in outlets are becoming a
pre-requisite in many settings, mobile order & pay is
coming the fore as table service becomes mandatory and
outlets are looking to switch on click & collect services to
supplement revenue during another enforced lockdown.
This session covered a step by step guide to help operators
to navigate the world of tech and data.
Hosted by Graeme Loudon, Managing Director EMEA
& APAC, CGA.

THANK YOU

Y O U R D O N AT I O N S H AV E F U N D E D :

£500,000

Ten takeaways from CGA’s Big Peach
2020 Digital Experience

to The Christie Proton Beam Therapy
unit research facility

CGA’s virtual conference on November 18 laid out not just the realities of trading in 2020, but
some reasons to be hopeful for the year ahead. Here are 10 of the messages from sector leaders.

£99,000

to Kidscan funding three Post Graduate
fellowship positions

1. ‘Businesses have been adaptable and flexible’

4. This crisis is a threat and an opportunity’

£95,000

to Prevent Breast Cancer for Breast
Density Research Projects

£81,000

to Maggie’s Manchester, supporting people
living with cancer and their families

Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer Anneliese Dodds MP
applauded the sector for its response to the pandemic—not
just in protecting jobs but in supporting communities. “It’s
been great to see how adaptable and flexible businesses
in hospitality have been in very difficult circumstances… It
really underlines the contribution of hospitality to the UK
economy,” she said. She backed UKHospitality CEO Kate
Nicholls’ call for businesses to get sustained government
support on things like tax and high street regeneration.

A conference panel on city centres said the pandemic had
badly damaged city centre footfall—but also that it could
accelerate urban regeneration. “This crisis is a threat and
an opportunity—it’s how we react to it,” said Urban Splash
founder Tom Bloxham. “[City centre] businesses are being
hurt, but they’re responding in incredibly creative ways…
When we get over this I can see a real boom time for city
centres and retailers.” Independents and experiential
concepts have particularly good opportunities, he
suggested.

£30,000

to The Joshua Tree children’s charity in
partnership with New World Trading Company

For further information on how you can support
the Tim Bacon Foundation email
janeatherton@timbaconfoundation.co.uk

www.timbaconfoundation.co.uk

Registered Charity Number 1173108 in England and Wales.

2. ‘It’s a tall slope we’re on’
A star guest at the conference was US restaurateur
Danny Meyer, who has been an inspiration to many UK
entrepreneurs. He said businesses in New York were
flexing into outdoor dining, pick-ups, grocery retail and
other activities to sustain sales. “No-one ever got into
this business because it was easy… and now we need to
flex all of our entrepreneurial muscles,” he said. “It’s a tall
slope we’re all on. I’m optimistic long-term for New York,
because it’s got an irrepressible spirit… but the landscape is
going to look a lot different because a hell of a lot of leaves
have blown off the trees.”

3. ‘Safety is the new hospitality’
Restaurant guests have got used to a new world of
plexiglass screens, hand sanitizer on tables and QR codes,
Danny Meyer suggested in his interview with Hawksmoor’s
Will Beckett and Peach founder Peter Martin, and
they’re willing to accept them to continue eating out and
supporting businesses. “Safety is the new hospitality… it’s
the new ambience in a restaurant,” he said. “First we’re
going to show we can take care of you… then we show you
the hug.”

5. ‘Interaction is important to wellbeing’
Soho Estates managing director John James pointed to
his part of London as a prime example of how urban areas
constantly regenerate. “Soho has always reinvented itself…
because people turn up and bring ideas.” The desire for
face-to-face contact will sustain hospitality in city centres
in the long run, he argued. “Interaction with human
beings is such an important part of our mental health and
wellbeing.”

Serving up focused legal advice to
hospitality operators
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6. ‘We need a trigger to get back to cities’
With so many people still working from home and tourists
absent, city centres need a spark to reignite, said Suzanne
Rosnowski, CEO of New York-based PR and brand agency
Relevance International. “We need a trigger for everyone
to get back… we have to come together and show up
for our cities… we need leadership and resources.” When
people eventually return, it will be a great time for
innovation, she added. “One of the good things to come
out of this is that it has enhanced our originality… everyone
is rethinking how and why they do business and what makes
them different.”

Restaurants face a major logistical challenge in reopening
in December, and will need to bring sites, teams and
supplies all up to full speed for Christmas trade very
quickly. But brands also need to keep a close eye on longerterm strategies. “We’ve got to manage the short-term
challenges… but there are sunny uplands ahead and we’ve
got to find a way of planning for that,” said Wagamama
CEO Emma Woods on the leaders panel. “There will be
opportunities, and it will be the businesses that are ready
and have done some testing that will take advantage of
them.”

7. ‘Farming and hospitality need to get closer’

10. ‘We’ve built an industry to be proud of’

Influential National Farmers Union president Minette
Batters said the farming and hospitality sectors needed to
collaborate more on supply. “These are incredibly tough
times, but I hope the links between our sector and out-ofhome will be much closer as a result.” The need for that
is more urgent than ever as Brexit and potential supply
chain disruption looming. “The damage that leaving the EU
without a deal would do for the food and farming sector
doesn’t bear thinking about.” For economic, environmental,
health and many more reasons, now is the time for
everyone to get behind British produce, she said.

8. ‘Teams have found it tough’

Specialist Legal Support For
The Drinks, Hospitality
& Leisure Industry
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: WWW.HOSPITALITYLAW.CO.UK

9. ‘There are sunny uplands ahead’

Speakers on the conference’s leaders panel agreed that
the crisis had taken a toll on teams’ wellbeing. Maintaining
the enthusiasm of staff who have been on furlough for a
second time will be a challenge, said Fuller’s CEO Simon
Emeny: “They’ve found it tough.” Arc Inspirations’ CEO
Martin Wolstencroft said keeping festive drinkers and
diners in a Covid-secure environment could be hard.
“Managing customers when they’re so excited to get out
is going to be a great challenge for managers, teams and
local authorities.”

Hospitality businesses have made “gargantuan efforts”
to keep guests safe this year, said Karen Jones, executive
chair of Prezzo and chair of Hawksmoor, Frontier Pubs and
Mowgli—and they haven’t gone unnoticed by the public.
Absence has made the heart grow fonder, she suggested.
“People have realized how lovely it is to be in a pub or
restaurant… We’ve built an industry to be proud of, and it’s
got better and better. The high street is a lonely place at
the moment, but when it’s lit up with people coming out
it’s a wonderful place to be.”

GET READY TO CHANGE YOUR
PERCEPTIONS OF PLANT-BASED FOOD
The NEW Nestlé Professional Garden Gourmet® range is your perfect long term menu
development partner with a high quality, versatile range that’s easy to use.

Phil Tate’s state of the
nation - in ten numbers
CGA’s group chief executive Phil Tate set the scene for our Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience
with a definitive overview of the out-of-home eating and drinking sector. Here’s how the market
looks after a tumultuous year—and why there might be brighter times ahead.

£53bn

The year-on-year shortfall in sales in the UK hospitality
sector, according to the Quarterly Tracker from
UKHospitality and CGA. It equates to a 40% drop in
annual turnover. “It’s been an incredibly challenging year
for everybody,” said Phil Tate. “It feels like the sector has
been through a 12 round war with Mike Tyson—but he had a
baseball bat as well.”

VEGAN FILLET PIECES

VEGAN MINCE

Incredibly versatile,
great for any seasonal
salad or main.

SENSATIONAL BURGER

Made with natural
protein and very easy
to cook, a great vegan
addition to your menu.

Vegan and plant-based with
a mouth-watering juicy taste.
A burger that looks, cooks,
smells and tastes incredible.

1in5

The proportion of on-trade outlets that had not reopened
by the start of October—equivalent to around 22,000
sites. The Market Recovery Monitor from CGA and
AlixPartners shows that nightclubs and bars have been
particularly badly hit, along with sports and social clubs.
Business leaders indicate that many of these closed sites
will never reopen—but while that’s a major blow for some
operators, it also reduces capacity and provides property
opportunities for others. “We’ve seen the competitive
landscape changing virtually daily,” said Tate.

88million
Available now in
FIND OUT MORE ON GARDEN GOURMET AT:

nestleprofessional.co.uk/gardengourmet
Serving suggestions. ® Reg. Trademark used in agreement with the Trademark owner.

The number of eating and drinking-out visits that CGA’s
BrandTrack data estimates were lost in the third quarter of
2020. Put another way, for every five visits that were made
to the on-trade last year, there have been three in 2020.
This reflects caution after national and local lockdowns
and the succession of new restrictions on socialising and
trading—though as strong trading in the last week of
October showed, core consumers remain eager to visit
restaurants, pubs and bars.

15%

The proportion of business leaders who feel confident
about the general out-of-home market for the next six
months, according to the Business Confidence Survey from
CGA and Fourth. A survey of members of UKHospitality,
the British Beer and Pub Association and the British
Institute of Innkeeping meanwhile found that 48% think
their business will become unviable by the second half of
2021 if current levels of sales and support continue.

46%

The proportion of consumers who say they are visiting
local venues more often since the end of the first
national lockdown in July. This has made trading tough
for city centre venues, but locally-focused operators like
Brewhouse & Kitchen and Loungers have been nimble in
responding to consumers’ concerns. Staying right on top of
these changing habits is vital, Tate said. “We need to make
sure we’re attuned to the new missions that people are
coming in for, and adapt ranging and pricing accordingly.”

Technology
designed for
today and built
for tomorrow.
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68%

The proportion of consumers who told CGA’s latest
BrandTrack survey that hospitality gives them something
to look forward to. Nearly as many (57%) say venues
positively contribute to their wellbeing, and this strength
of attachment to the sector gives us cause for optimism
about the long-term future. “We are loved by consumers…
I can’t see banking getting those same kind of figures,”
Tate said.

Zonal provides a comprehensive,
connected suite of technology solutions
to more than 16,000 hospitality and
leisure businesses across the UK.
Using our connected technologies, customers
can streamline operations and maximise
profits, whilst maintaining complete control and
ownership of their own customer data.
Our powerful integrated technologies enhance the
guest experience through connecting and sharing
data, giving one single version of the truth.

0800 131 3400
zonal.co.uk/peach2020

55%

The percentage of consumers who feel safer in hospitality
venues than they do in shops and supermarkets, according
to CGA’s latest Consumer Pulse poll. CGA’s research in
China as well as the UK has consistently shown high levels
of confidence in safety and hygiene—and that is crucial in
encouraging post-lockdown visits. “People feel confident
about staying safe in our environments—the key is helping
unconfident people come and try us—and the good news is
we’re seeing progress there,” Tate said.

£26.99

The average amount that consumers will pay for
restaurant-standard cook-at-home meal kits, according
to the Consumer Pulse survey. This indicates that while
the market has been polarized and some people are now
sharply focused on value, others will still be willing to pay a
premium for a high-quality experience when they get back
to eating or drinking out.

25/12

Christmas Day delivered the biggest single-day sales of
2019, CGA’s Trading Index shows. That highlights the
urgency of salvaging Christmas sales, said Phil Tate. “It’s
absolutely essential we get to trade to some degree to get
that injection of funds that we need to see us through a
couple of difficult months.”

75%

Proportion of the consumers in China visiting on-premise
venues for the annual Golden Week celebrations who said
they were making up for missed celebrations earlier in
the year. There is a similar pent-up demand for the festive
period here. “We’re being missed. People are missing being
able to see friends and family in our venues, missing getting
out of the house, missing the atmosphere and missing
someone else waiting on them… they’re longing for us
to get back.” It’s a reason to be upbeat about December
and beyond. “As the expression goes, when you’re going
through hell, just keep going,” Tate concluded. “We’ve got
a hard couple of months ahead of us, but we genuinely
believe the sector will pull through this crisis.”

End-to-End and
Best-in-Class
Hospitality-specific technology,
services, and analytics to manage
your workforce and inventory.

Our partners include

Hospitality and COVID-19:
Labour’s perspective
Shadow Chancellor Anneliese Dodds MP gave CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience a
politician’s take on the industry’s challenges. Here’s what she had to say to UKHospitality chief
executive Kate Nicholls about the big issues.
On hospitality’s response to the crisis

On hospitality’s contribution to the high street

“It’s been incredible to see how adaptable and flexible
businesses in hospitality have been… they’ve been rising to
the challenges in very difficult circumstances,” Dodds said.
“I’m proud of what the sector’s achieved. It’s underlined
the contribution of hospitality to the UK economy as
a whole—something politicians too often haven’t been
aware of.” She also admired how restaurants and pubs had
supported local communities. “The way businesses have
shown their community connections have been incredible.”

“The role of hospitality in ensuring that high streets are
vibrant, economic sectors is absolutely critical,” Dodds
said. She called for more clarity on the discretionary
support available from local authorities, better planning to
ensure the right mix of retail, residential and leisure in town
centres, and a deepening and acceleration of a review into
the business rates regime. “We need a more strategic focus
on high streets as places where people can have fun as well
as shop.”

On collaboration

On other support

Talks between government and industry groups like
UKHospitality have been crucial in protecting businesses,
Dodds said. “It’s really important that the kind of
conversations that occurred at the beginning of the crisis
continue. Policy has been at its most effective where there
has been that close engagement, and where government
ministers have been able to hear from the sector.”

Dodds welcomed government plans to help businesses via
upskilling and targeted support for coastal communities,
and sympathized with calls for hospitality’s VAT cut on food
to be made permanent. “There are revenue implications
with some of these things continuing… but we’re looking
at things very carefully and are keen to do what we can to
make sure hospitality can have a bright future in the UK.”

On lockdown exit strategies
“We need to do absolutely everything we can to avoid the
continuation of the existing restrictions,” said Dodds. “We
need to sort out the tier system so it’s much clearer, and
make the economic support understandable and consistent
for different areas.” A better Test and Trace scheme and
an efficient rollout of vaccines when available would both
help, she added. “The more people we can get vaccinated…
the sooner we can start to get things back to normal again.”
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Visit www.Fourth.com to find out more.

Danny Meyer’s diary of a
New York restaurateur
Legendary US restaurateur Danny Meyer, the founder of Union Square
Hospitality, was a star guest at CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience.
Here, in his own words, is what he had to say to CGA vice president Peter
Martin and Hawksmoor co-founder Will Beckett.
‘You can’t outrace this virus’

‘Reopening will be like starting from scratch’

“We’ve been taught that if you use your head more, work
harder and get some luck, you can solve any problem. But
you can’t outrace this virus, and you can’t open what you’re
not allowed to. The greatest thing about this industry is
how we bring people together, and that’s the very thing
that doesn’t work in a pandemic. It’s very frustrating to
have your hands tied and not be able to do the things you
love doing.”

“We’ve only reopened three of our 12 restaurants and we
probably won’t be able to wake up some of them at all. I
had to lay off about 90% of our company in March—it was
the worst day of my professional life—and when we are
fortunate enough to reopen they’ll be very different teams.
It’ll be like starting a brand new restaurant from scratch.”

‘We’re flexing all our entrepreneurial muscles’
“No-one ever got into this industry because it was easy,
and I see people in New York trying so hard to do anything
to make money. We’re flexing all of our entrepreneurial
muscles on things like take-out, sidewalk dining and selling
wine and groceries out the door. If there’s one spark of life
it’s from what I call the ‘shanty town’ food shacks that have
popped up all over the city. That’s given a sense of safety
and normality, and it’s encouraged some people to come
back to the city.”

‘People are getting used to change’
“People are getting used to a lot of changes, like Plexiglass
dividers, QR codes for menus, hand sanitizer on every table
and putting on masks. They want the experience not just of
having good food and wine, but of being with people, and
they’re willing to put up with things to get that.”

‘Shake Shack has been incredibly athletic’

‘The landscape is going to look a lot different’
“It’s a tall slope we’re all on. I’m optimistic long-term for
New York City because it’s got an irrepressible spirit, but
the landscape is going to look a lot different because a hell
of a lot of leaves have blown off the trees.”

‘Safety is the new hospitality’
“Safety is the new hospitality and the new ambience in a
restaurant. Anything we can do to make it clear that we’ve
thought about safety allows our staff and guests to feel
more comfortable. We have to show people that we know
how important safety is and that we’re on top of it. Only
when we’ve done that can we show them the hug.”

‘Every day is a new chapter’
“Every day there’s a new chapter being written in
everybody’s book. We’re all experiencing so many things
that we never imagined, and we all have to use our compass
to navigate a sea that we’ve never seen on any map before.
Whoever you are, if ever there were a time to keep a diary
and take notes on a daily basis, this is it.”

“Shake Shack has been incredibly athletic and was able to
pivot to 100% kerbside pick-up and delivery model using
digital ordering as the locomotion. We’re trying that in
the full service arena, but there’s a limit to the number of
dishes that people actually want delivered. We’re seeing
that what people want at home are things like burgers,
pizza, lasagne and barbecue, where presentation isn’t that
important and where you can reheat it without killing it.”
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Farm to fork: Why hospitality
and farmers need to get closer
One of the silver linings of the COVID-19 pandemic might
be greater collaboration between the UK’s farmers and
hospitality sector. That was the view of Wiltshire farmer
and National Farmers Union president Minette Batters in
a supply chain session at CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital
Experience.
We’re all in this together,” she said. “These are incredibly
tough times, but I really hope on the back of them that the
links between our sector and out-of-home will be much,
much closer. We’ve always been close, but wouldn’t it be
nice if that was the legacy of the ghastly pandemic?” More
backing for the Food and Drink Sector Council would be a
good starting point, she suggested.
Like hospitality operators, farms have been hit hard by
lockdowns and disruption to both supply and demand. “The
impacts have been savage. We couldn’t just mothball our
businesses and we couldn’t furlough our workforce and our
livestock—we’ve just had to keep going.”

With the UK’s transition from the European Union soon
to complete, more disruption could be looming. “It’s such
a critical market, and the damage that leaving without a
deal would do to the food and farming sector doesn’t bear
thinking about.” It’s crucial that trade deals don’t bring
extra costs or compromise the UK’s high animal welfare
standards, Batters added.
Brexit could bring a major opportunity to deepen support
for UK farming, she suggested. “The public have been
growing in their commitment to British sourcing, and we’re
seeing that play out in hospitality, People are thinking
about their health more and they’re wanting to buy local.”
Brexit and new limits on movement will present farmers
with a problem that is familiar to hospitality: reduced
access to migrant and seasonal labour. “It’s a really
worrying time… it’s very concerning if you’re planting now
and have no idea how they’re going to be picked.”

Find your
hospitality people
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With the industry, for the
industry, now and always
Caterer.com provide innovative solutions to hospitality hiring
challenges through unparalleled audiences, technology, insight,
d a t a a nd te am s.

Three urban experts on how
cities can bounce back
After being battered by the pandemic in 2020, city and town centres will be hoping for better days
in 2021. Here’s what three experts had to say about urban recovery and reinvention at CGA’s Big
Peach 2020 Digital Experience.
Tom Bloxham, chairman of Urban Splash

T h r o u g h th e Co v i d 1 9 c ri s i s, we ’v e p art ne re d w i t h UK H o sp i tal i ty &
H o s p i t a l i t y A c t i on t o c r e a t e a R e de pl o y m e n t H u b t o h e l p h o s p i t a l i t y
p e o p l e f i n d s h o r t t e r m r o l e s i n ot h e r s e c t or s . W e a l s o o f f e r a c a r e e r s
s u p p o r t h u b t o h e l p j o b s e e k e r s a t e v e r y s t a g e o f t h e i r j ou r n e y .
O u r m i s s i on i s t o h i g h l i gh t t h e v i t a l r ol e h o s pi t a l i t y p l a y s i n t h e U K
e c o n o m y a nd c ul t ur e. W e st an d w i th t he i n d us try , f o r th e i n d us try ,
n o w a n d to wa rd s a p o si t i v e fu tu re .

Stay connected and supported with
Caterer.com
@catererdotcom

“This crisis is a threat and an opportunity, and it’s how we
react to it that matters. Many businesses are being hurt,
but they’re responding in incredibly creative ways, and I
think we’ll come out of this stronger. Sadly many won’t
survive, but cities will reassert themselves as great places
to visit, live and hang out, and show they’re more than just
rows of shops.
“All sorts of wonderful things are already happening.
Streets that you would never go down now have people
eating, and others are being taken over by pedestrians
and cyclists. Cities are living, growing organisms, and
they belong to the people. I think we’re going to see a
rebirth of hospitality and retail with more independent and
artisan businesses that make places interesting, exciting
and different. People fundamentally love cities and social
interaction, and they’re keen to get back. When we get
over this crisis I see a real boom time for cities.”

John James, managing director of Soho Estates
“One of the good things that has come out of this is the
cooperation between all stakeholders. We’ve had the
best access we’ve ever had to councils, and it gave us the
chance to promote al fresco eating. Soho was economically
on its knees, but we worked together and the summer was
very successful. Soho has always reinvented itself, because
it’s an area of tolerance and ideas, and we’ve always had a
lot of innovative restaurants and bars.

“People need the joys of life that hospitality provides. The
interaction with other human beings is a very important
part of our health and wellbeing. Once the attractions,
theatres and cinemas and so on are allowed to reopen, it’ll
generate a big return to London.”

Suzanne Rosnowski, founder and CEO of
Relevance International
“It’s a new era in New York City. Although businesses are
struggling, culturally it’s about to have a new renaissance,
and it’s an exciting and positive time. Hospitality has been
hit so hard, but we’re going to get through this and we
have to come together to make the new future of our cities
work. We have to let go of some of the bureaucracy and
red tape, up the ante of retail experiences and reimagine
real estate. There’s a bubbling up of new and fresh ways of
doing things, and everyone is rethinking how and why they
do business and what makes them different and unique. Let
this be a renaissance for the truly creative and innovative,
and may the best ideas win.
“The challenge is that everyone needs a trigger for
everyone to get back. We have to come together and
show up for our cities, together and at the same time. I
don’t know how we’re going to unite, but we need some
leadership and a plan on safety to usher it in.”

The voice of your guests,
wherever they are.
Yumpingo is the voice of your guests - a single platform
that delivers actionable insights across every shift and
every digital touchpoint; in store, off-premise, and online.
Deployed quickly, slotting easily into every service style,
Yumpingo provides unique clarity and certainty of what
makes your guests feel happy and safe, helping you
and your restaurant, pub or bar teams deliver their best
through Covid-19 and beyond.
Are you ready for what’s next?
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Find out more at yumpingo.com

Live 1-Minute
Reviews

Detailed and
Actionable Insights

Drive NPS,
Traffic and Sales

Capture guest sentiment in
real-time through any digital
touchpoint using our partnership
integrations and proprietary tech.

Understand what each
of your guests think,
feel and say about
everything you do.

Turn insights into
everyday improvements to
deliver the best food and
service to every guest.

On lasting changes

On the value of hospitality

Speakers agreed that many of the changes triggered by
the pandemic, like app-based ordering and reservations,
will continue. “I think table bookings will accelerate even
more… “We’ve all learned things in the last seven months
that we’ll carry forward once the vaccine has been rolled
out,” said Simon Emeny—though the fundamentals of
hospitality won’t change.

Karen Jones said the pandemic had reminded consumers of
the simple pleasures of going out to eat and drink. “People
have realised how lovely it is to be in a pub or restaurant…
they have lovely times there. I think we’ve built an industry
to be proud of—it’s got better and better and better.”

On planning for the long-term

Some of our Restaurant Brand Partners

Emma Woods said businesses had to balance short and
long-term planning in the weeks ahead. “We’ve got to
manage the short-term challenges of openings and
closures. But there are some sunny uplands ahead, and
we’ve got to find a way to plan for that. There are lots of
opportunities, and it will be the businesses that are ready
and have done some thinking and testing that will take
advantage of them.”

Five tips for
building teams
for recovery
With employee engagement an integral
part of hospitality’s recovery from the
COVID-19 crisis, a panel session at CGA’s
Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience
delivered expert advice for optimising
team performance. Here are five big HR
messages to take into 2021.
1. Hire smart

2. Take care on inductions

3. Focus on wellbeing

4. Sell hospitality as a career

COVID-related job losses have increased the talent pool
available to employers in 2020, and Caterer.com says
jobseeker visits doubled during September. “We’ve got an
unwanted gift of a skills glut,” said Kathy Dyball, its head of
marketing. Matt Snell, CEO of the Gusto restaurant group,
said he was getting up to 300 applications for positions at
the moment—but while that needs careful management, it
hasn’t altered recruitment principles.

Time and money spent inducting and training new
hires pays off, panellists agreed. “The first 90 days are
crucial… The more time you can give people to embed
and understand the business, the better they’re going to
be,” said Jamie Campbell, chief operating officer at CPL
Learning. “We tell our GMs that when they hire someone
it is the most important decision they’ll make that week,”
added Matt Snell.

In a year of stress and uncertainty for many people, all
businesses need to focus on team members’ wellbeing.
“The last 12 months have brought it to the fore and shown
how important it is,” said Matt Snell. An open door policy
and the freedom to ask questions anonymously can help
staff feel they are being listened to, he said. CPL Learning
has shared wellbeing resources for free, and employers
shouldn’t shy from engaging about the subject, said
Jamie Campbell. “People need to feel confident having
conversations about personal circumstances.” Mental
health should also be a focus in recruitment, added
Kathy Dyball. “Employers say they’re looking for resilient
individuals who look after their own wellbeing, because it’s
one of the emotionally intelligent skillsets that people need
now.”

Panellists agreed about the need to update the sector’s
image as a place to work, and sell its potential. “The
challenge is making sure that people see hospitality as a
long term career,” said Jamie Campbell. Examples of those
who have risen through the ranks are vital, but they need
to be realistic, said Matt Snell. “Hospitality is an amazing
career—it’s the ultimate meritocracy. But it’s hard work,
and we need to be honest with people about that.”

“There’s an abundance of talent out there… But I don’t
think employers’ needs have fundamentally changed. What
we were looking for in fantastic team members remains the
same.” Selecting the right hires is crucial in a challenging
market, said CGA’s client director of food and retail, Fiona
Speakman. “Getting the right people in the right jobs is
more important than ever before.”

5. Plan for Brexit
The potential effects of the UK’s transition from the
European Union at the end of this year have been
overtaken by COVID concerns. But while staff availability
is currently high, Brexit could lead to hiring difficulties if
freedom of movement is compromised. “The Brexit impact
can’t be underestimated. We stopped talking about it for a
while, but it’s still coming… Skills shortages will return,” said
Kathy Dyball.

Seven ways tech
has transformed
hospitality in the
year of COVID-19
COVID-19 has pushed technology to
centre stage in hospitality this year, and
CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience
brought together experts to discuss ways
it has changed consumer engagement and
operations. Here are seven of them.

1. Safety

5. Feedback

7. Voice search

Hygiene and the need for table service have also led to
a revolution in mobile-based ordering and payment. The
latest GO Technology report from CGA and Zonal shows
43% of consumers have typically used order and
pay-at-table tech since venues reopened in July—more
than double the pre-lockdown figure (18%). “Order and pay
at table is fast becoming the norm,” said Graeme Loudon.

Digital platforms have given consumers more opportunities
than ever to tell brands what they think of their
experiences. Acting on that is crucial, said Mike Stringer,
productivity director at the Big Table Group. “You can have
as much data as you like, but it’s what you do with it that’s
important.” Alison Vasey agreed brands needed to be smart
in using data. “Start with the end in mind and before you
even capture any data, know how you want to use it.”

Panellists agreed that voice search could be the next big
thing in consumers’ engagement with technology. “We
need to start building that capability… to take bookings
or orders by voice,” said Alison Vasey. “Customers are
changing the way they interact with our businesses, and we
need to stay ahead of the game,” agreed Susannah Edgley.

4. Delivery

6. Back of house

Technology has been at the heart of work to keep guests
and staff safe this year. CGA’s third-quarter Business
Confidence Survey with Fourth shows it was a leading focus
in the reopening of businesses after the spring lockdown
for half (48%) of business leaders. Fourth’s solutions
director Susannah Edgley said rigorous safety precautions
were rewarded with sales and loyalty. “Businesses that
adapt and face the challenge of ensuring the safety of
guests are reaping the benefits.”

3. Ordering

2. Planning

With CGA’s research showing food delivery flourishing in
2020, technology has been key to unlocking valuable sales.
As well as facilitating orders, tech can support operators’
logistics, said Alison Vasey, group product director at Zonal.
“You have to make sure you’ve got the capability to fulfil
your orders.”

Safety concerns have led consumers to put more planning
into restaurant, pub and bar visits—and technology
has helped businesses respond. There was a surge in
reservations in the weeks after the UK’s first lockdown
in July, with only a quarter (28%) of guests vising venues
without one, and demand will be even higher in December.
“Tech platforms have become the backbone of the new
consumer journey… People are planning visits with an
increased level of scrutiny,” said Graeme Loudon, CGA’s
managing director EMEA & APAC.

Beyond consumer-facing technology, digital solutions can
help operators improve back-of-house work like inventory,
workforce and kitchen management, said Mike Stringer.
“We’re investing in things… that take away a lot of the
grunt work.”

43%

of consumers have typically used order and
pay-at-table tech since venues reopened in July

Leaders on loyalty:
Generating revisits
in a post-pandemic
market
The COVID-19 pandemic has radically
altered guests’ expectations and attitudes
to loyalty. And in a consumer-focused
session at CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital
Experience, it became clear that some
of the changes are going to endure well
beyond the pandemic.
CGA’s research illustrates the challenge of generating
return visits in a new-look and complex market. It
highlights a breed of enthusiastic customers in pubs, bars
and restaurants—around 20% of consumers have made
up 80% of visits since the sector reopened in July—but a
more conservative approach to going out, with an average
of five brands visited compared to nine before the first
lockdown. “There’s a core of guests we really need to
engage,” said Rachel Weller, CGA’s head of marketing and
consumer research. “There are no second chances—driving
engagement, loyalty and revisit is more important
than ever.”
Ever since July, operators have faced the task of delivering
rigorous safety without compromising good experiences.
Lisa Owen, head of marketing at Hickory’s, said: “We knew
we had to take safety seriously and give that reassurance…
but once people were seated at the table it was important
to us that we gave them the Hickory’s experience that they
had prior to lockdown.”
Gary Goodman, founder and CEO of Yumpingo, said

operators had worked very hard to deliver safety—and as
the We Hear You campaign has shown, those efforts have
paid off in guest satisfaction. “The industry’s done a great
job in very challenging times to stay adaptable, flexible and
nimble.”
Brands used the spring lockdown to refresh their offer,
he added. “We’re seeing a lot of innovation coming out
of this, with people having the time to rethink the entire
experience.” A good example of that is The New World
Trading Company, where a menu revamp provided fresh
focus ahead of reopening. “A new proposition for food
and drink… gave us something to talk about other than
COVID-19 and hygiene and safety points,” said Jonathan
Townsend, NWTC’s strategic planning manager.

As people have become more comfortable going out,
expectations have risen, he added. “Safety is still very
important, but people want to get back to some form of
normality—they want that experience and interaction.”
With visit frequency reduced, this heightens the pressure
to deliver consistently good experiences. Acting quickly
on feedback and other data can help to drive return and
recommendation rates. “Historically you might hear from
guests a day or a week after their visit—but to be able to do
it in real time and make reactive decisions that can change
the course of a shift is really powerful.”
Lisa Owen said Hickory’s was using data to improve
performance on consumers’ pre-visit touchpoints
like bookings, where a reservations team spends time
explaining safety procedures. “We’re giving lots of

reassurance… so that when they get through the door they
feel like we’re the right and safe choice for them.” She has
also seen a trend for short-notice bookings at Hickory’s.
“People are reluctant to plan—or they don’t want to tempt
fate by planning too far ahead.”
Changes like these may well prove permanent rather than
temporary, suggested Gary Goodman. “The market’s going
to come back again… the challenge is how to adapt your
brand to this new consumer.”

20%

of consumers have made up 80% of visits since
the sector reopened in July

Questions of
funding, finance
and property
CGA’s Big Peach 2020 Digital Experience
featured a session dedicated to big issues
in finance and investment. Chaired by
CGA’s business unit director for food and
retail Karl Chessell, here’s what the experts
had to say on seven of the hot topics.

On… access to funding

On… landlord relationships

Paul Newman, head of hospitality and leisure at RSM, said
businesses with close banking relationships have found
it relatively easy to get emergency funding, while those
without good links have had it harder. Financial reviews
during the first lockdown had been effective, he added:
“Many businesses are now better capitalised to deal with
the restrictions going forwards.”

The support of landlords for businesses that are closed
or struggling for sales has come under scrutiny this year,
and responses have been mixed. “Some have been very
innovative in coming up with ways to support operators…
and some haven’t,” said Trevor Watson, executive director
of Davis Coffer Lyons. Independents had tended to
be more constructive than institutional landlords, said
Matthew Peck, finance director at Mowgli Street Food.

On… CVAs
Like several other leading operators, Italian restaurant
group Gusto has undertaken a CVA this year, and chief
financial officer Frank Bandura said that with support
from landlords and supplies, restructuring had paid off.
“We realised we had to restructure the business to make
sure the brand could survive… It means we have a great
business that can look forward to the future with a degree
of confidence, and know that we can withstand future
lockdowns we might get.”

On… rent reforms
The challenges of post-lockdown trading have prompted
calls for reform of the rent system, including turnoverbased rents and shorter-term leases—but while landlords
have offered discounts, holidays and other concessions,
permanent change is unlikely, said Trevor Watson. “As
things have progressed, that [campaign for reform] has
proved to be slightly optimistic... Most people recognise
we’ll probably revert to type [after the pandemic].”
UKHospitality has been lobbying for a rethink of the

upward-only rent review model, and Matthew Peck said it
was high time for change. “It’s fundamentally inequitable
that all the upside sits with the landlord, and that you
either pay market rents or over-the-market rents… it’s
still a feudal relationship on many levels, and it feels like
something has to shift.”

On… the end of the rent moratorium
With the end of a moratorium on forfeiture rights for
non-payment of rent running out at the end of the year,
Paul Newman said some businesses would suffer. “I do fear
that we’re if the moratorium isn’t extended then good sites
are going to be handed back to landlords, and that’s going
to create further over-supply of property and drive rents
down.”

On… future deals
Hospitality is still a very attractive sector to investors, said
Paul Newman. “They’re keeping their powder dry for the
moment, but there’s no end of opportunities out there
for well capitalised businesses.” The recent success of
Various Eateries’ flotation on the Alternative Investment

Market was an important vote of confidence in the
sector. “It shows there is still appetite for the right sort of
investment.”

On… property opportunities
Matthew Peck said Mowgli remained bullish about opening
new sites. “We feel that the fundamentals of hospitality will
still be in place once we’re through this crisis… People still
want to eat out.” But caution is needed. “We’re nudging
it forward slowly and only committing when we’ve got a
bit of clarity for the next period of time, and making sure
we’re not taking on too much.”
The wave of restaurant and pub closures this year will bring
potential for expanding brands in 2021, Trevor Watson
suggested. “We’re going into a massive land of opportunity
in terms of opportunities for new sites.” Frank Bandura
added: “With the restructuring behind us and the group
put on a solid financial footing, we are in a great position to
take advantage of any site opportunities that may
come along.”

INDUSTRY ICON AWARD

INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY ICON AWARD

Presented by CGA

Presented by CGA

For individuals who have made an outstanding contribution to the sector over a sustained career.

For individuals who have made an outstanding contribution to the sector over a sustained career.

Kate Nicholls, CEO, UKHospitality

Danny Meyer, Founder, Union Square Hospitality

Kate Nicholls was appointed CEO of UKHospitality, the powerful voice representing the broad hospitality sector, in April
2018, having previously worked as CEO and Strategic Affairs Director of the ALMR.

Danny’s Union Square Hospitality Group (USHG) comprises some of New York’s most beloved and acclaimed restaurants,
including Gramercy Tavern, The Modern, Maialino, and more. Danny and USHG founded Shake Shack, the modern-day
“roadside” burger restaurant, which became a public company in 2015. Under Danny’s leadership, USHG is renowned not
only for its acclaimed restaurants but also for its distinctive and celebrated culture of Enlightened Hospitality. This guiding
principle of prioritizing employees first and foremost has driven and shaped USHG’s ongoing evolution from a small group of
restaurants into a multi-faceted hospitality organization.

Before Phil Tate presented the award, Peter Martin said “Now here in Britain, 2020 has been dominated by one name and
one organisation, the voice of hospitality, who has championed this industry dawn to dusk on every media outlet and on
hundreds of Zoom calls to ministers and officials”
Kate Nicholls joins an exclusive Hall of Fame that includes 26 other Icon Award recipients: Tim Bacon, John Barnes, Andy
Bassadone, Peter Boizot, Rupert and Jo Clevely, Chris Corbin, Gerry Ford, Karen Forrester, James Horler, Tony Hughes, John
Hutson, Bob Ivell, Alan Jackson, Karen Jones, Phillip Kaye, Jeremy King, Simon Kossoff, Tim Martin, Julian Metcalfe, Thomasina
Miers, Ian Neill, David Page, Robin Rowland, Steve Richards and Mike Tye.

Peter Martin introduced the very first International Icon Award “it won’t surprise you at all, that it goes to a man who has
inspired so many as an entrepreneur and with his book, the founder of Union Square Hospitality, Danny Meyer.
Danny Meyer becomes the first to win International Industry Icon Award.

WINNERS
CONSUMER AWARDS

THE BIG PEACH 2020
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

Consumer Awards are determined by the great British public – by the responses of the 20,000 people participating in the
quarterly CGA BrandTrack survey.

WINNERS
INDUSTRY HERO AWARDS

CGA Peach Hero & Icon Awards have always adapted to changing times, and this year’s new categories recognise the evolving
nature of the UK’s out-of-home market. To reflect these extraordinary times and very different and varied challenges that operators
have faced – some taking them in wholly new directions – we have completely revamped the categories we celebrated this year.

NEWCOMER

LOCKDOWN HERO

For the concept or business
that has emerged in the last 24
months and shown the potential
to not just survive but thrive as a
sustainable operation.

This award is for the person,
company and/or initiative
that did most to support
communities, the vulnerable
and/or NHS during lockdown.

Presented by Chapman
Ventilation

Presented by Diageo

Winner: Escape to Freight
Island, Manchester

Winner: Feed NHS and Feed
Our Frontline

BEST DESTINATION/
NEW OPENING

REIMAGINED BRAND
OR BUSINESS

For brands or companies who
have delivered a show-stopping,
commercially successful new
opening in a great location
despite the current difficulties.

In recognition of the
inventiveness and agility shown
in diversifying and creating new
business activities in the face of
market changes, such as
going digital, developing delivery
or take-out services for food or
drink, mail-order meal-kits,
pop-ups or providing a truly
omni-channel approach to
business.

Presented by Asahi

Winner: The Boathouse at
Boulters Lock, Maidenhead

RESURGENT BRAND

POWER BRAND

SPECIAL AWARD

For brands that have successfully
reconnected with their customer-base
and won new advocates.

For major brands that have shown
resilience through lockdown, attracting
back consumers, and chalking up high
revisit scores.

For the non-operator who has shown
unstinting support for the out-of-home
sector and become the ‘best friend’ of
the industry.

Presented by Fourth

Presented by Nestle

Winner: JD Wetherspoon

Winner: BrewDog

Presented by Caterer.com

Winner: Hickory’s Smokehouse

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Presented by Omnivore

Winner: Pizza Pilgrims

COMMUNICATOR OF
THE YEAR

OUTSTANDING
MAJOR BUSINESS

The award for our top industry
advocate, the operator who has
most consistently and cogently
presented the sector’s case to
the media, politicians and the
wider public.

For companies with 50 plus sites
who have most successfully
navigated the challenges of
2020 for customers, their teams
and financially, still delivering
a great product and high
standards.

Presented by CPL Learning

Winner: Peter Borg-Neal,
Oakman Inns

Presented by Zonal

Winner: Loungers

OUTSTANDING
ENTREPRENEURIAL
BUSINESS
For companies with fewer than
50 sites that have delivered
excellent results, a great product
and set high standards across the
board.
Presented by RSM

Winner: Dishoom

INDIVIDUAL OF
THE YEAR
For the industry leader that
stepped up and inspired their
teams and their peers.
Presented by: Davis Coffer Lyons

Winner: Peter Borg-Neal

THE BIG PEACH 2020
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

Goodbye
guesswork,
hello CGA.
Join our EPOS Data Partnership
Track your market share, uncover trends and opportunities,
identify threats and weaknesses by benchmarking your sales
performance against the market and custom competitor sets.

By food or drink

By Location

By day, week, month
or custom period

By value or
volume / quantity

By Region

Additional benefits
Unlimited 24/7 access to the Trading Index App

Dedicated account manager

Reduced partner rates for CGA services

Subscription to CGA’s Top Towns Report,
On-Trade Summary and On-Trade Journal

VIP invitations to CGA events

Trusted by

Contact your CGA Account Manager
or email retail@cga.co.uk

ASAHI UK RAISES
THE BAR WITH
NEW-LOOK
PORTFOLIO

For stockist and further information contact info@asahibeer.co.uk

 Asahi UK has a proven

track record in building
distinctive Premium brands
worldwide, brands worth
paying more for

 We have the portfolio,

people and capabilities,
dedicated to winning
with customers

 The addition of the famous
Fuller’s brands, creates
an unrivalled line-up of
Premium Lager, Ale and
Cider brands

